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Life is a temporary event. As the quality of our lives is based on the quality of our slipping moments, Spontaneous Art 
aims to bring strangers together for moments of authentic social connectivity and flashes of creativity. We create 
interactive performances in which bystanders become part of the act and strive to offer opportunities for spectators to 
shape the direction of our pieces. To reach its full potential, Spontaneous Art’s performances both investigate and 
depend upon the inventiveness of strangers.

  
Playing with others makes life better. When performing we recognize that the strangers we interact with could 
be dealing with challenging or painful times, which inspires us reach out to everyone with open hearts. We 
often create large costumes as entertaining spectacles to alter routine daily life in public spaces. Our huge 
Crocodile eats people at a beach and our poorly house-trained Kitty’s poop is returned to its origins with the 
help of some new friends. Other 
times, we aim to very directly 
create sincere interpersonal 
connections between people. 
Despite everyone’s need for 
social connectivity, it can be very 
difficult to approach strangers, so 
we facilitate structured systems 
for interaction that allow people 
to feel safe enough to let down 
their guard. Performances like 
these have led to new tennis 
partners, recipes exchanges, 
romantic dates, artists creating 
collaborative projects, 25-person 
group hugs, auditoriums full of 
people exchanging compliments, 
etc.



Enticing self-conscious older people to act out in front of a crowd of strangers is more challenging, but 
Spontaneous Art specializes in granting all people permission to ignore restrictive internal voices. Through a 
decade of practice we have learned how to help adults transcend social codes and self-imposed rules to engage 
more freely with us and with each other.

Getting others to play with us is an essential element in our work that is very easy with young children. At a 
city fest in Detroit we handed out mouse masks, a cat mask and a large cheese prop to kids and then sat back 
and watched them play out their own Saturday morning cartoon skits. 

For example, we once brought a bear costume to an exhibit at a gallery and after performing we invited those in 
attendance to wear it.  One attendee took us up on our offer and spent over two hours in the costume dancing 
with the crowd to a DJ. Afterward he told us that he had never danced in public before—and he was around 50 
years old. The anonymity of the suit and the invitation to take on the role of this fictional character gave him the 
permission he needed to dance. We appreciated the chance to witness him rewrite some of his self-imposed 
rules that night. This is just one example of how Spontaneous Art gives people permission in ways that could 
offer them freedom in the real world. We hope to offer a bit of sanity in return for indulging in our guided 
insanity. After participating in a Spontaneous Art performance we hope people are quicker to take social risks, 
question their self-imposed rules, hear their own voices more loudly, and live out their remaining days with 
more freedom and spontaneity.

Natalie Berry, Chris Sandon, Trevor Stone are the core members of Spontaneous Art, but we collaborate with 
many other artists to produce our projects.  Contact us about collaborative ideas, to book a performance or just 
to introduce your creative self.  For more information please visit spontaneousart.org.


